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Nonlinear problem of unsteady hydroelastic waves generated by a submerged elliptic cylinder moving

under ice sheet is studied by theoretical means. Original equations of hydrodynamics and ice response

are reduced to a system of integro-di�erential equations. Small-time asymptotic solution of the system

is obtained for a cylinder moving from rest with a constant acceleration. Initial stage of impulsive

free-surface �ow forced by a moving circular cylinder was studied by Tyvand & Miloh (1995a,b). In

the present analysis we use the boundary equation technique developed by Makarenko (2003, 2004) for

unsteady problems of wave-body interaction.

1 Formulation of the problem

Two-dimensional potential �ow of in�nitely deep water is considered in the Cartesian coordinate system

Oxy (see Figure 1). The �uid is covered with a �exible ice sheet of thickness h. Initially the �uid is

at rest. The line y = 0 corresponds to the undisturbed interface between the ice and �uid. Non-

dimensional variables are used below. Initial distance h0 of the cylinder center from the ice sheet is

taken as the length scale of the problem and a characteristic speed of the body u0 as velocity scale

of the �ow. Elastic de�ection of the ice sheet Γ(t) is described by the equation y = η(x, t), where
η(x, 0) = 0. The ice sheet is modeled as an in�nite Euler beam with the de�ection η(x, t) decaying

at the in�nity. The elliptic cylinder moves without rotation. The non-dimensional coordinates of the

center of the cylinder are given as x = xcyl(t) and y = ycyl(t), where ycyl(0) = −1. In Figure 1, a and

b are the non-dimensional semi-axes of the cylinder, a ≥ b.

Fig 1: Scheme of motion

Unsteady �ow of incompressible �uid is described by the Euler equations for the velocity of the

�ow u = (U, V ) and hydrodynamic pressure p
Ut + UUx + V Uy + px = 0,

Vt + UVx + V Vy + py = −λ,
Ux + Vy = 0, Uy − Vx = 0,

(1)

where λ = gh0/u
2
0 is the square of the inverse Froude number and g is the gravity acceleration.



Boundary conditions on the ice-�uid interface Γ(t) are

ηt + Uηx = V, p = αηtt + βηxxxx (y = η(x, t)). (2)

The parameter α = ρiceh/(ρh0) characterizes the inertia of the ice sheet, ρ is the �uid density, and the

parameter β = Eh3/(12ρh30u
2
0) is the �exural rigidity of the ice sheet. In the limit β = 0, we obtain the

model of broken ice. If both α = 0 and β = 0 in the dynamic condition (2), we arrive at the problem

of a body motion beneath the liquid free surface without ice.

The boundary condition on the cylinder surface Scyl(t) has the form

(u− ucyl) · n = 0, (x, y) ∈ Scyl(t), (3)

where n is the unit normal. We assume that the �uid is at rest at in�nity, so we have U, V, η → 0 as

|x| → ∞. We assume also that the initial velocity �eld u|t=0 = u0 satis�es the compatibility conditions

U0x + V0y = 0, U0y − V0x = 0,

(u0 − ucyl(0)) · n0 = 0, (x, y) ∈ Scyl(0).

These conditions are satis�ed, in particular, when the cylinder starts moving smoothly from rest.

2 Iintegro-di�erential equations at the interface

Let us introduce the tangential velocity u(x, t) = (U + ηxV )|y=η and normal velocity v(x, t) = (V −
ηxU)|y=η of the �uid particles which are in contact with the interface Γ(t). The equations (1)-(2) can
be reduced to an equivalent system of one-dimensional equations for the unknown functions u, v, η:

ηt = v, ut +
1

2

∂

∂x

(
u2 − 2ηxuv − v2

1 + η2x

)
+ ληx + αηttx + βηxxxxx = 0. (4)

The di�erential equations (4) should be considered together with the boundary integral equation

πv(x) + v.p.

∞∫
−∞

A(x, s) v(s) ds = v.p.

+∞∫
−∞

B(x, s)u(s) ds+ vdip(x), (5)

which is the boundary equation for the analytic function F (z, t) = U − iV , where z = x+ iy. The time

t is not shown in (5) because it plays the role of a parameter in this equation. The kernels A and B
can be split as

A = Af + r2Ar + c2Ac, B = Bf + r2Br + c2Bc

where r = (a+ b)/2 and c =
√
a2 − b2 is proportional to the eccentricity of the body contour Scyl. The

kernels Af and Bf depend on the de�ection η as

Af (x, s) + iBf (x, s) =
i[1 + iηx(x)]

x− s+ i[η(x)− η(s)]
.

Note that the simpli�ed version of the the system (4)�(5) with truncated kernels A = Af and B = Bf
in (5) and vdip = 0 corresponds to the model of hydroelastic waves (1)�(2) without any submerged

body. Correspondingly, the kernels Ar, Ac, Br and Bc describe the ice-body interaction. To de�ne these
kernels, we introduce an auxiliary complex-valued function

τ(z) =


1

2

(
z − zcyl +

√
(z − zcyl)2 − c2

)
, −π

2
< Arg(z) <

π

2
,

1

2

(
z − zcyl −

√
(z − zcyl)2 − c2

)
,

π

2
< Arg(z) <

3π

2
,



where zcyl(t) = xcyl(t) + iycyl(t). The function τ(z) presents analytic branches of inverse mapping by

the Joukowski function z(τ) = zcyl + τ + c2/(4τ) which maps the exterior of the ellipse with semi-axes

a and b onto the exterior |τ | > r of the circle of radius r = (a + b)/2. By using this mapping we

can avoid the integrals along the body contour in (5) by transforming them to the integrals along the

interface Γ. The kernels Ar and Br are given as

Ar(x, s) + iBr(x, s) =
1

τ(s+ iη(s))− τ∗(x+ iη(x))

[
i

τ(x+ iη(x))

]′
x

,

and the kernels Ac and Bc are given by the formula

Ac(x, s) + iBc(x, s) =
1

4r2τ(s+ iη(s))− c2τ∗(x+ iη(x))

[
ir2

τ(x+ iη(x))

]′
x

where bar denotes complex conjugate, and τ∗ = r2/τ . The function vdip in the right-hand side of (5)

is given by

vdip(x) = Re

[
πi {c2z′cyl(t)− 4r2z′cyl(t)}

2τ(x+ iη(x))

]′
x

.

The velocity vdip is a normal �uid velocity induced at Γ by conformal image of dipole concentrated

at the origin τ = 0 of auxiliary τ -plane. The integro-di�erential system (4), (5) is equivalent to the

original equations (1)�(3).

3 Small-time asymptotic solution

We consider the unsteady �ow which starts from rest, η(x, 0) = u(x, 0) = v(x, 0) = 0, and is caused by

the motion of the cylinder with a constant acceleration. The solution of equations (4)-(5) is derived by

the small-time expansion method in the form

η(x, t) = t2η2(x) + t3η3(x) + t4η4(x) + . . . ,

u(x, t) = tu1(x) + t2u2(x) + t3u3(x) . . . ,

v(x, t) = tv1(x) + t2v2(x) + t3v3(x) + . . . .

The coe�cients ηn and un are evaluated explicitly by recursive formulae which follow from the di�er-

ential equations (4) once the coe�cients vn are known. The integral equation (5) provides recursive

equations for the coe�cients vn(x) of the form

πvn(x) +

+∞∫
−∞

A0(x, s) vn(s)ds = ϕn(x), (n > 1)

where the kernel A0 consists of the lower-order terms of the kernels A and B with respect to the de�ec-

tion η. Further simpli�cations are available by using a perturbation procedure with some appropriate

small parameters. If the nondimensional semi-axes a and b are small, we obtain the non-linear version

of dipole approximation for submerged elliptic cylinder. Combining this approach with the method

of successive approximations and assuming that the parameters α and β are small, one can obtain

analytically explicit formulae for the leading-order solution. For instance, we consider here symmetric

wave patterns forming by vertical motion of the cylinder. In this case, the trajectory of the center can

be taken in dimensionless form as xcyl(t) = 0, ycyl(t) = −1− t2. The leading-order solution has the



following coe�cients for the ice de�ection η:

η2(x) = −a(a+ b)Q′(x; c), η3(x) = 0,

η4(x) = −a(a+ b)

2

(
1 +

λ

6

)(
P ′′(x; c)− αQ′′′(x; c)

)
− βa(a+ b)

12
P V I(x; c). (6)

Here P (x; c) is even and Q(x; c) is odd functions of x. These functions are de�ned for x > 0 by the

formulae

P (x; c) = − 2

c2
+

√
2

c2

√√
(x2 − c2 − 1)2 + 4x2 − x2 + c2 + 1,

Q(x; c) =
2x

c2
−
√

2

c2

√
x2 − c2 − 1 +

√
(x2 − c2 − 1)2 + 4x2.

(i) (ii) (iii)

Fig 2: Vertical motion of the elliptic cylinder with semi-axes a = 1, b = 0.5. (i) Free surface �ow (α = 0,
β = 0). Three successive time instants t1 = 0.5, t2 = 0.9, t3 = 1.1. (ii) Elastic de�ection of the ice

sheet (α = 0.15, β = 0.05) at t = 1.1. (iii) Elevation of the broken ice surface (α = 0.15 , β = 0) at
t = 1.1.

The �ow regimes related to the solution (6) are shown in Figure 2 which demonstrates signi�cant

di�erence between the interface shapes (i)-(iii) depending on the parameters of ice cover. It is easy

to see that the splash jet formed in the case (i) on the free surface during the early stage is strongly

suppressed by �oating ice. At the same time, in the case (ii), the ice sheet conducts also short-crested

bending waves generated due to local disturbance of the �ow caused by the cylinder, and these elastic

waves do not appear in the case (iii) of broken ice.
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